Reliable solutions, innovative minds

About Medit

Changing the world through leading
3D digital solutions
Medit is your dependable partner for digital dentistry, providing 3D scanning products and software
for the entire CAD/CAM workflow. Our solutions foster mutual growth, interconnectedness, and
guarantee a smooth customer experience. We innovate so you can profit.
Since our inception in 2000, customers and partners in over 50 countries have trusted our patented,
state-of-the-art technology. Now we envision a future of an encompassing digital dentistry
experience available to everyone.

Scanning Solutions
The easy entry into digital dentistry
Imagine an intraoral scanner that is light and easy to use while delivering great results, allowing you to communicate
cases to patients visually to build trust and cut back chair time.
Our goal was to create an innovative gateway for an easy start into digital dentistry. With the Medit i500, we managed
to deliver just that: an intraoral scanner that is highly accurate thanks to multi-camera optical triangulation technology
yet boosts great usability with its exceptionally small tip and high-speed performance.

Power, speed, and versatility for your lab

Medit T-Series
Rediscover your productivity with the unsurpassed speed, accuracy, and reliability of our Medit T-Series lab scanners!
We aimed to deliver a series of scanners that would offer options for both, performance enthusiasts and entrylevel users. Our T-Series provides these necessary features, using state-of-the-art blue light scanning technology for
incredible accuracy while scanning full arches within only 12 seconds thanks to its fast scan engine and highly efficient
software algorithm.

Software Solutions
Medit Link
providers and resources in the industry, allowing you to complete your dental cases with only a few clicks.

Reliable data management through cloud storage allows easy access wherever you are, and the visualization of cases
lays the foundation for a trustworthy environment and better patient experience.
scanning experience. This includes pre-operation and impression scan functions, high-resolution scanning for partial
areas, occlusion analysis, and the possibility to replay a previous scan process.

Download Medit Link at
www.meditlink.com
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